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Remembering the 
past with gratitude
We have been blest by God in that our 
archdiocese had already started on the 
synod process before October 2021, when 
the Holy Father convened the listening 
stage of the Universal Synod.

In February 2019 Archbishop Malcolm 
McMahon formally convoked a Synod to 
be held by the archdiocese in 2020. After 
much prayer, consultation and careful 
detailed planning, two years of listening 
to the people of the archdiocese, the 
Synod took place in June 20211. The delay 
in holding the Synod was because of 
the global pandemic. It was a wonderful 
gathering despite the limitations of it 
taking place on Zoom. The whole journey 
gave us an experience of being what Pope 
Francis calls the ‘synodal’ Church.

Celebrating the 
present with joy
As a direct result of the Synod, November 
2021 saw the publication of a new pastoral 
plan for the archdiocese: ‘Becoming the 
Church God is Calling us to Be.’2

Based on the Synod recommendations, 
the plan calls us in the archdiocese to:

Be immersed 
in the joys and 
hopes, griefs 

and anxieties of 
humanity today

Develop 
leadership 

to attend to 
changing needs

Embed 
synodality in 

every aspect of 
archdiocesan 

life

Be bold and 
creative in 

renewing local 
structures

In responding to these challenges there is a sense of optimism in our local Church. 
We see the issues, we are called to be realistic, but we face them positively, joyfully 
and full of hope.

1For a full report on the Synod process and results: synod2020.co.uk
2The pastoral plan is available at: liverpoolpastoralplan.org.uk



Looking to the future with hope
The pastoral plan outlines six action areas which will be our focus for the years to 
come.
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Becoming a Church...

   that accompanies people through life

   that honours the vocation of all the baptised

   where synodality is embedded

   that renews its organisational structures and administers its
   property to serve its mission

   where young people and young adults flourish
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Archbishop McMahon wrote:

‘The plan uses the word 
‘becoming’ not because we 
haven’t already been doing 
many of these things and often 
doing them well, but because 
we are going to develop and 
strengthen our Catholic life in 
policy, in decision making and 
action in these areas.’

The pastoral plan is to serve as 
the charter for implementing 
the fruit of Synod 2020. It 
begins with Christ at the centre 
and then points out the sign 
posts of our journey. Then 
there is a detailed unpacking of 
the six areas of development. 
These six areas will evolve and 
be worked on in the years to 
come. The plan is not just a 
document, it represents the 
hopes and dreams of our local 
Church. Guided by the Holy 
Spirit It is the way we have 
discerned our way forward, 
journeying together, taking an 
active part in our evangelising 
mission.

Synod 2021-2023: Our participation
Given that our recent diocesan Synod is so relevant to the Holy Father’s call for all 
the people of God to embrace synodality, this synthesis offers the following:

1. An introductory outline of our 2020 Synod listening process along
    with the consultation process that has taken place since October
    2021.
2. A more detailed analysis of our experience of synodality and the
    main fruits of our discernment across the archdiocese.
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The archdiocesan Synod listening process
From October 2018 - June 2019, the archdiocese embarked on a listening exercise. 
Our people considered four questions in preparation for the synod. They could 
respond in four different ways:

1. An online survey (1182 response received).
2. Ten specialist focus groups.
3. Parish and pastoral area listening groups (there were
    approximately 25,000 participants across the archdiocese).
4. Online survey of young people.

Rev Dr Peter McGrail and Dr Michael Millar from Liverpool Hope University3 collated 
the results of the listening exercise in a detailed report which informed the choice 
of our Synod themes. Further parish consultations took place on determining the 
final proposals and recommendations for the Synod.

Many people, from all over the archdiocese, lay and clergy, young and old took 
part. They were invited to take a long clear look at the changing world around us. 
To take a serious look at where we are as a Church - our present realities, and our 
challenges for the future. We asked ourselves: what kind of Church is God calling 
us to become here in the archdiocese? What is the Holy Spirit saying to us at this 
critical point in history? It is these detailed responses to the listening exercise which 
constitutes the main part of our present synthesis.

A further 80 individual responses, received in recent months since the October 
2021 call to synodality, have been added to this report.

The whole experience of consultation
The widespread engagement with the consultation process revealed a hunger 
amongst the people of the archdiocese to be listened too. It is clear that they want 
their voice heard. No longer is it possible to expect people to be silent. The wide 
variety of opinions on so many diverse issues came from a passionate concern 
for our Catholic faith and the mission of the Church: this common concern for the 
Church provides a unity in our diversity.

After an initial worry of the process being just another ‘talking shop’ came 
recognition that listening with an open mind and heart to what the Holy Spirit 
was saying to us was crucial for the future of our church in an increasingly secular 
environment.

3Liverpool Hope University is a Catholic-Anglican ecumenical foundation
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It quickly became clear that there were a number of issues which were outside the 
remit of a diocesan synod: priestly celibacy, liturgical norms, sexuality, ordination of 
women etc. The archbishop committed himself both to hear the various opinions 
of these issues and to share them with the wider Church. These issues have been 
included in this report for the Universal Synod as its remit is wider than the remit 
for a diocesan synod.

Summary of the feedback/listening/
responses
We have grouped the results of the listening process under four basic themes as 
follows:

1. A Church that includes and reaches out

The Synod listening identified a key priority for the Archdiocese of Liverpool is that 
it should look outward, it should evangelise. As the Catholic Church is in the world, 
we acknowledge the goodness in all people in all their diversity. And hearing again 
our mission to make Jesus known and loved in our world, we seek to re-orientate 
our archdiocese to walk alongside all our brothers and sisters and share with them 
the love that God has for each of us.

During the Synod listening many people spoke about the need for the Church in 
the archdiocese to look out beyond its visible boundaries. One said, ‘we should
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discuss the world beyond the parish – don’t make this all about keeping the 
parishes going. Put priests and resources into ministries beyond those that reach 
out to those on the margins of society and in the shadows of life.’

The Catholic Church should be the gateway to Christ for the whole community not 
just a select few. It has a key role to play in Christ’s mission to bring the good news 
of the resurrection to everyone, particularly those on the edges of society who 
feel abandoned and alone. This mission has evolved in every age. In recent times 
the Church locally has been too fearful to meet this challenge, choosing instead 
to retreat within its walls and focus on its existing community. (Pope Francis at the 
launch of the 2021-23 Synod referred to the Church as a “museum Church”.) This 
has facilitated the decline we see in active members of our parish communities. We 
must move towards a growth strategy by taking new paths and creating new visions 
of what Church means today.

The importance of turning to the marginalised was reinforced again and again 
throughout the Synod process – to people who suffer from socio-economic 
deprivation, members of the LGBTQ+ community, asylum-seekers, the sick, and 
the elderly, the housebound. The widespread desire to prioritise this outward 
perspective was clear in the listening. To help us to do this we are being called to 
“accompaniment” as the paradigm within which our archdiocese operates.

Many responses to the initial listening exercise had expressed a sense that women 
were subjected to discrimination in the Church. For example, one person wrote 
that,

‘the Church must address its denigration of women that is scandalous in 
the modern world. The treatment of women is shocking.’ It was felt that the 
exclusion of women from the ordained ministry was an ‘exclusion of women’s 
participation in the mission of Jesus.’

A mother spoke of the experience of members of her own family, who felt excluded 
from the Church:

‘My daughters no longer go to church, and I have family and friends who feel 
excluded because of their circumstances, which causes great pain. The Catholic 
Church can appear to be unchristian because of some man-made rules. I would 
love to see greater unity among Christians. The future of the Church if our 
young people do not want to be active members; we must look to nurturing the 
younger generation.’
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A member of the deaf community spoke about a different kind of exclusion:

‘For a full active participation to occur, every word must be signed, even a short 
welcome introduction at the beginning of the Mass. Not only that, the deaf 
themselves must have the opportunity to participate as servers, welcomers, 
readers/signers, ministers of the Eucharist etc.; this rarely happens.’

Many people spoke about the need for the Church to be more involved in global 
issues: peace, justice, environment, ecology, climate change. The archdiocese 
should be leading the way, not following a long way behind. If we are to accompany 
people along the paths of this world, we cannot ignore the environmental 
challenges faced by our planet which impact both directly and indirectly on people’s 
lives.

Churches are often a key group dealing with certain marginalised communities, 
refugees, asylum seekers, the elderly and the homeless but often we are disdainful 
of others – those undergoing gender reassignment, same sex couples or their 
families who hide the real situations for fear of total rejections. Often the Church 
has to play catch-up on issues like climate change and LGBTQ+. Unless we 
prioritise openness, listening and welcome we are doomed. Jesus started from 
where people are – sadly, we start so often from where we demand where they 
must be! There is a hunger for meaning in people’s lives. So the bread and hope 
we offer should be given easily, readily, and freely and not restricted or given in 
judgmental ways.

Modern life often hinders some of the baptised from being active in mission.
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2. A Church that listens to all voices

Listening as the keystone to synodality was expressed in comments responding to 
the themes of Synod 2021-2023. If you are truly listened to it is a transformative 
experience both for the one who is listened to and for the one who listens.

Speaking and listening must involve listening
notably to voices we do not wish to hear. 

People with whom we may disagree nevertheless deserve respect.

There was a clear call from the listening process that the synodal experience 
should be carried forward and supported by new structures within the 
archdiocese. One person suggested that there was a need for ‘mandatory ongoing 
structures within the Church for listening/consultation about all matters affecting 
the faithful (at every level)’. Another person suggested a possible mechanism for 
making this real:

The creation of a pastoral council as follow up to the Synod. Drawing say about 
150 members perhaps one priest and three laity per deanery plus episcopal 
vicars etc., the bishops, chairs of key committees, elected deacons and religious, 
expert members and ecumenical observers.

The importance of developing a long-term approach was underlined by a listening 
group of men and women belonging to religious congregations, who told the 
listening:
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The calling of a Synod cannot possibly ‘resolve’ things. We need long term 
attractive ways to help people know God, know the Word of God, understand 
the joy of the Christian life, understand over time the purpose of being a 
member of the Church, understand the Holy Spirit etc. in practical ways, 
understand what people already know within - life is worth living if we focus on 
others and not on self - learning how to love.

People asked whether the current parish and deanery structure was truly effective. 
During the listening one person suggested that we should initiate, ‘a rethink of the 
concept of parish’. They added,

‘I am not suggesting anything other than a move away from a rigidity which 
creates a barrier to community and cooperation. I will leave it to others to 
explore the possibilities!’ Others stressed the need for the Church to be 
relevant to local communities, stressing ‘One size does not fit all.’ All this was 
accompanied by a call for transparency.’

The listening also raised an awareness that a careful review of the archdiocese’s 
property holdings could lead to the release of equity, that in turn, might be used to 
support the Church’s mission, not least to the poorest in society.

The desire to work collaboratively was very much evident:

‘So much of this depends on the leadership of the parish priest to encourage 
trusting relationships. which will enable shared responsibility for our common 
mission. There is little opportunity to discuss our shared mission. Many 
sections of our society are under-represented at parish level, particularly the 
marginalised. We need help and encouragement to plan ways that this can be 
changed.’

The non-participation of very many Catholics in the life, mission and worship of the 
Church is a cause of concern (frequently personal) to those who still attend. One 
listening group felt that if an outward, missionary focus was to be realised, then 
some radical re-thinking would be necessary:

It is very hard to know at times – the Church is an obstacle between Jesus/God 
and humans rather than showing them to humans, it is like a big untidy loft that 
needs a big clear out. The Church needs to stop being so concerned with itself, 
‘The Church’, as the most important thing and concentrate on showing people 
the love of God as Jesus did.
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While many argued for greater inclusivity, others argued that the opposite 
represented an authentic Catholicism:

Affirm the traditional Catholic Church stance on sexual issues and the role of 
women. Stop being progressive and get back to traditional values.

There were also suggestions that the system for training priests should be re-
examined. One listening group asked for:

‘A radical reformation of the way we select and train our priests in the future.’

A review of the non-theological dimensions of training was also called for:

Training for clergy to listen, to develop and harness the skills within their 
parishes.

It was felt by many that the key to growing in a common way forward was to 
develop our understanding and theological appreciation of the common vocation 
of all the baptised. We are all baptised, all the people of God, before we are 
anything else or not something else.

One listening group participant expressed the vocation of all the baptised as 
follows:

People with gifts and ideas and abilities looking towards each other to bring 
changes in line with the love and the gifts in us from our creator: we all have a 
ministry and capabilities and ability to grow, develop and encouraging others. 
We’re all leaders with gifts from God through Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, 
awaiting recognition and use to bring about healing and change in the world.

Several participants expressed a sense that the Church neither fully acknowledged 
not adequately supported their vocation in the world.

How can the laity be given recognition for bearing witness to their faith in their 
everyday family living, with friends, in work and in encounters with the public? 
How can the community of the Church give recognition to the laity for the good 
lives they lead?

Many participants were interested in seeing an expansion of lay responsibility and 
voice so that the dynamics of Church leadership would change.
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The vocation of the laity should be properly recognised alongside that of the 
priesthood and not as an inferior state – God calls us in different ways – none 
superior to others.

Take the focus away from liturgical ministries alone – we are all children of God 
and have a baptismal responsibility to act, not just to help Father!

How do we give the authority for the parish to the people of the parish rather 
than them being at the mercy (or whim) of a parish priest?

Can we have at last a greater role for the laity, and especially for women? These 
are always being promised but ……….

3. A worshipping Church

An issue that was frequently raised by both listening groups and on-line survey 
participants was the need to address the fall in Mass attendance, which was 
understood by many as indicating an existential crisis for the Church in Liverpool. 
This reality is deeply felt by many. Throughout the Synod listening process many 
people raised concerns about having access to Mass and the Sacraments. One 
person’s anxiety that she faced ‘a lonely sacramentally starved old age’ spoke for 
many. Some felt that the way in which Mass was celebrated was itself turning 
people away, although explanations and solutions varied. For some, the drop-off 
was due to a loss of a sense of the sacred.
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‘The Mass is a thing that really just gives me joy and I’m in awe of people who 
come and also the kindness of people, the absolute kindness. They’ll forgive 
you most things, really. They ask about you and they’re genuinely concerned. 
Whether that be a weekday Mass or a Sunday Mass, celebrating the Mass gives 
me real joy.’

Many people reflected on the joy that being part of a praying community brings. A 
priest said:

One person said:

‘The wonderful thing about being a Catholic for me is that, in whatever way 
we celebrate the Mass, we’re celebrating Mass and we share that in common, 
it’s the centre of what we do. When you meet other Catholics of whatever 
persuasion, it’s what unites us more than anything.’

There was also a request to explore options for different ways to come together 
and worship. Can we find inclusive ways of celebrating the liturgy that speak to 
people with different needs, understanding and liturgical preferences? Questions 
were raised about the current translation of the Mass (2011 Roman Missal) and the 
need for inclusive language in the Mass texts and in the forthcoming Lectionary.

People have talked about the joy of celebrating the traditional Latin Mass – its 
orderliness, its silence, its reverence, its mystery. One detailed submission perhaps 
sums up what was said:

‘After attending Mass all over the diocese for around 40 years I can honestly 
say that the liturgical celebrations seem caught in the 70s. The priest and the 
congregations get older and the bidding prayers longer! There is little aesthetic 
beauty that points to God and I have been aghast at the lack of reverence shown 
to the Blessed Sacrament.’

A small number asked for priests to celebrate the Mass in an eastward facing 
position, in order to encourage the prayerfulness of the Mass.

Several young people and children spoke about their need for a liturgical 
celebration that involved them more. A mother wrote, expressing her concern 
for her child and his participation in the Liturgy, and pleading for a more flexible 
approach:
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‘My desire is for my child to continue his relationship with God in a Church that 
is spirit filled and outward focused. I want my child to access worship in a way 
that is appropriate to him and in a way he will continue to worship God in spirit 
and in truth. I want my child to feel, safe and loved in a Church that will meet 
his needs in 2022 and beyond. I love tradition; however, it is only a small part of 
being a Christian. We serve a God who is the same yesterday, today and forever. 
I want my child to have the support of youth pastors/leaders so he can be all 
that God has created him to be. I want him to develop his own personal faith 
and show God’s love through his daily choices and actions.’

The Sacrament of Reconciliation: as we listened we heard increasingly about the 
“forgotten sacrament” - Reconciliation. It was requested that permission to be 
granted for the regular celebration of the Sacrament of Reconciliation with general 
absolution rather than only individual confession.
 
Closely related to what people said about liturgical issues is what they said about 
the clergy, priests and deacons.

• They love their priests: so many good examples and positive comments were 
made. Some people loved the sermons they heard, others dreaded them! 

• They worry for their priests: especially in relation to the “shortage” of clergy and 
the perceived unmanageable workload. Some priests also commented on this. 

• They are worried about their priests: especially in relation to clericalism, to the 
distance between priests and laity, to the rigidity of some, and the fall out of the 
abuse scandals. 

• When the ministry of deacon was mentioned it was done most often in 
encouraging ways, but also sometimes in a plea for women deacons.

Some clergy themselves were worried about the whole synodal process. 
  
It was clear that there are divisions experienced and felt around the way we 
celebrate the Mass and the other sacraments, but this clearly showed that these 
things matter to people of all ages and backgrounds.
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4. A Church that hands on the faith and 
evangelises

The listening sessions raised many issues and concerns about handing on the faith 
to the next generation. One woman said:

‘I worry about the future for my daughter and grandson in a world which is trying 
to live without God.’

And another:

‘In the Church we seem to have lost two or three generations. So few people 
attend Mass, not only young people, it seems right across the board. I know the 
abuse scandal has not helped in this, but I feel that there is more to it than that. 
Mass does not seem to be ‘relevant’ today. Yet the generosity of young people 
never ceases to amaze me. They will get their hands dirty in doing all sort of 
things to help other.’

A number of people felt that the lack of inclusivity on the part of the Church was a 
contributing factor to people not to attend Church:

‘I am concerned at falling church numbers…the Church doesn’t seem to have 
relevance to the age range from 12 to 60. I think the rigid stance of the Church 
on contraception, re-marriage, and LGBTQ+ issues are very damaging to the 
Church.’
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‘I worry about the poor level of Catholic instruction of the Catholic faith in our 
schools - it reminds me of the seeds that fall on shallow soil.’

The positive experiences of both staff and children in the archdiocesan school was 
mentioned often in the feedback. But also the role of our Catholic schools raised 
voices of concern:

The need for formation and religious education of the laity was mentioned many 
times. One person expressed it in this way:

‘My main concern is that I think, we, as lay people are not sufficiently catechised 
to enjoy and experience Christian life to the full. This in turn means that we are 
poorer at communicating it to others outside the Church either in terms of our 
lives or, if necessary, with something we say.’

People spoke of the need for ongoing formation of the laity in this way: 

‘We need teaching opportunities to fully understand the faith we are baptised 
into. The ongoing development of what it means to be a Catholic from pre-
school to adulthood and beyond because my faith is constantly challenged by 
life situations and needs to grow and change with them.’

There was a concern, too, that lay ministries should be acknowledged and 
supported across the archdiocese. One person voiced it this way:

‘We should ensure that the archdiocese really has a shared vision emphasising 
the importance of collaborative and lay ministry. Despite Vatican II this isn’t 
always the case.’

Although there were some concerns about modern technology – especially social 
media – the use of social media and modern technology as positive tools of 
evangelisation was a theme of many responses:

‘The Church should actively harness the new technology as an education tool 
for its members… for instance funding for an online YouTube-style outreach/
education programme for Liverpool.’

On the broad theme of evangelisation many people spoke in terms of a bold 
proclamation of the good news of Jesus:
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‘We are to proclaim the message of Jesus boldly. We are to go out from our 
safe churches and mingle with the outcasts, the lonely, the downtrodden, the 
forgotten, and call them home to Jesus. To go out and welcome them home!’

We need to be countercultural but not absent from culture.

A particular emphasis was on the Kingdom of God being central to the teaching of 
Jesus and evangelisation:

‘What does Jesus talk about? The kingdom of God. We can’t just ignore that. 
This is Jesus. This is what he is talking about. All the other stuff in the Church is 
important, but Jesus didn’t mention half the stuff we bang on about today. He 
did say ‘Build the Kingdom of God’.

The way forward: synodality in the 
archdiocese
Christ is the centre and heart of our listening processes. 
The months of isolation and distancing during the pandemic 
have surely renewed our sense of the strength and grace we 
gain from Christ and each other. Christ is there in our midst 
always. Our listening and discernment has led us to two 
great themes - Accompaniment and Synodality.

God meets us where we are. Accompaniment calls us to walk with each other 
into the fullness of life offered by Christ. Not tickets to the match but a place on the 
team.

Synodality is the expectation that everyone will be heard, that the Spirit speaks 
to us through all parts of the Church’s body - the laity, and the clergy, the lost, the 
seeking and the found. A listening heart will strengthen the bonds that bind us 
together and to Christ.
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A final word: our challenge post diocesan 
synod
As an archdiocese we remember our synod journey over the past five years with 
gratitude, we face our present changes with joy and we look to the future with 
hope. As one local layperson expressed it:

‘A crisis can be a revelation, shining unavoidable light on our strengths and 
weakness. We can take heart from the way, as an archdiocese, we rose to the 
challenges of the pandemic - embracing technology, accepting restrictions, 
finding new ways to connect with and care for each other. We must now take 
that courage, creativity and assurance of grace and use them to turn the 
prophetic moment of the Synod into a truly prophetic outward-looking Church.’  
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Addendum

Summary of the responses of children and 
young people
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The archdiocese held 90 listening groups wholly or partly comprised of under 18s. 
27 different schools took part (2 were Key Stage 1, 20 of which were Key Stage 2, 
and 5 were secondary/high school; most returned several responses, up to ten 
per school). 11 Listening Records were from parish children’s groups and family 
Masses, etc. 

Under-18s were asked three different sets of questions - Key Stage 1 were asked 
four new questions (What do you know about Church? When and why did you go? 
What did you like? What did you not?); Key Stage 2 had a slightly different set (What 
do you think of the Catholic Church as it is today? What concerns or worries do you 
have for the future of the Church? What changes would you make to the Church?). 

At Key Stages 1 and 2, the children perceived the Church to be a pleasant place, 
safe, and beautiful; a place of ‘love and hope’; it is ‘an amazing place because when 
one of your family passes away you can still speak to them.’ One the same theme, 
another child said that the purpose of the Church was, ‘to bring dead loved ones 
to their family’s hearts.’ However, they also experienced the Church as a place 
inhabited largely by old people (‘the Church is for nans’) - and so the future looks 
uncertain. Many expressed concern that people will soon stop going to church 
entirely and the churches will close - meaning that everyone becomes mean to 
each other and no one goes to heaven. One worried that robots would take it over. 
Many thought the Church was uncomfortable (especially the wooden benches) or 
services go on too long. The primary-aged children like the ceremonies, especially 
when they are the centre of attention, and singing and praying (some didn’t like 
the hymns, though). Some also liked the Bible stories and the stained glass, and 
several mentioned the candles and the pictures. Some couldn’t see the point and 
thought Church was boring and irrelevant (at least for young people) and some had 
problems understanding the language used. A few disliked the rigmarole of sitting 
and standing: ‘I think we are just a nuisance to the people there and to the priest. 
We don’t know what to do, when to sit or stand and just have to follow all the 
others.’ Generally, however, they liked the priests. A few mentioned little church, 
which they enjoyed.

From Key Stage Two upwards, their anxieties often centred on their future: 
employment or university prospects, relationships and simply ‘growing up.’ But 
they were also quite concerned with how others perceived them and whether 
they were, or would be, liked; related to this was bullying, a common theme. 
Environment and the consequences of climate change for humans and animals 
were frequently mentioned, for example ‘that we might not make it to adulthood 
because there is so much pollution that we might all be extinct in 10 years’ time,’ as 
was war and terrorism. The death of family and pets (and themselves) was a source 
of worry.
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The Church was thought to have both a practical and a therapeutic role, for people 
in distress or in difficult life situations; notably some said that the Church had a role 
in guiding people away from criminal activities, and several mentioned CAFOD and 
charitable work. Some thought the role was to bring people together. And a fair 
few mentioned explicitly religious roles like bringing people closer to God, prayer/
worship, the Bible, or getting souls to heaven; only a few mentioned spreading 
the religion. One thought it was ‘to make sure that God doesn't feel bad because 
people don’t go to Church’. 

The issues or improvements they thought of included (overwhelmingly) female 
priests and an option of celibacy, as well as other equality issues (LGBTQ+, 
divorcees, disabled, and racism/sexism generally). One convenor (Key Stage 4) 
wrote that ‘Pupils saw that there is a problem with the RE curriculum and its 
teaching about homosexuality and family life and how this Church teaching was at 
odds with how they interpreted the inclusiveness of Jesus' teaching. Pilgrimage was 
mentioned by several, and there was a feeling that being a Catholic in Lourdes is a 
different experience from being a Catholic in Liverpool.  

Finally, one group of children would like the church to talk more about 'unicorns, 
dinosaurs and sharks!'



For more information, visit
liverpoolpastoralplan.org.uk


